It is difficult to achieve a trade off between system throughput fairness and channel access time fairness in 802.11Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) 
Introduction
Although a wireless network provides free Internet retrieval, the bandwidth is lower than that of a traditional wired network. Our goal is to improve the bandwidth to meet the demands of various applications. Although the current states of WLANs are 802.11b [3] , 802.11g [4] , and 802.11a [2] , with the highest rate of 11Mbps, 54Mbps, and 54Mbps respectively, they have two major defects in that the fluctuating bit rates are subject to: 1) signal fading, and 2) interference. Furthermore, overhead and media sharing have lower bit rates than the theoretical bandwidth for an individual host. The wired Ethernet protocol based on CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection) is known to be fair. However, its wireless counterpart, 802.11b, based on CSMA/CA with various bit rates has proved to be unfair [15] . We therefore propose a parameter reconfiguration approach to maximize system throughput within a delay bound to achieve access time near-fairness. This would help manufacturers and carriers of system configurations improve system throughput.
Some works, [5] , [6] , [11] , [12] , [19] , and [26] , address the long-term time fairness issue and provide uplink and downlink solutions. G. Tan et al. introduce the concept of a downlink solution with queuing control [11] and an uplink solution with packet size or burst packets [12] . Unfortunately, they do not provide the real values of these parameters. The fairness control of the downlink solution is controlled by the AP (Access Point). In [6] and [19] , the authors adopt NS2 to simulate a high quality signal with multiple back-to-back packets that can improve system throughput. In our previous work [26] , the uplinks solution focused on the DCF mechanism parameters, including packet size and initial contention windows. Here, we not only consider system throughput, but also focus on the delay issue. We determine the relationship between these parameters, and provide the parameter combinations to achieve maximum system throughput.
Since our objective is to achieve access time near-fairness of DCF under 802.11 WLAN, we find that the initial contention window (W k ), packet size (L k ), and multiple back-to-back packets (B k ) are the most important variables that affect system throughput and access time in a multi-rate environment.
fairness, we use the same concepts to achieve such fairness. The most common fairness problem is the short-term back-off effort, caused by back-off trigger and recovery [17] , [21] , and [22] . Although some approaches [8] and [14] try to reduce the number of collisions, they focus on the unfair shortened back-off effect and do not consider access time fairness issues. Heusse et al. [15] point out that in some common situations in a wireless environment, channel access probability fairness causes considerable performance degradation. They, however, only describe the serious problem of channel access fairness with a multi-rate MAC protocol, without suggesting any solutions. In this paper, we focus on achieving long-term access time fairness solutions.
Packet size (L k )
J. Jelitto et al. [14] surveyed the relation between packet length and bandwidth. As expected, the bandwidth increases with increasing frame length. This, however, does not mean that the frame length can be increased because, at the MAC layer, we have to consider the limitation of the upper layer and Ethernet. For this reason, and in line with standards [1] , [2] , [3] , and [4] , we limit our frame size to 1,500 bytes and 2,304 bytes for the basic mode and RTS/CTS mode respectively.
Multiple back-to-back packets (B k )
The decision variable B k is used to set the transmission cycle time based on the slowest MHs (i.e., those that transmit one packet per cycle). In the multiple packets approach, an MH is allowed to send multiple frames consecutively by setting more_frag = 1 in the MAC control frame after gaining access to the medium [9] . The throughput performance of a similar approach for 802.11b is studied in [19] , [25] . Sadeghi et al. [6] also introduce the Opportunistic Auto Rate (OAR), an enhanced protocol for multi-rate IEEE 802.11 in wireless ad hoc networks. The main issue here is that an MH can monopolize the medium and starve out all other MHs. To avoid this starvation problem, we utilize multiple back-to-back packets to limit the delay bound.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we analyze the problem with an analytical model and mathematical equations. In Section 3, we propose an algorithm for problem solving based on the initial numerical results. In Section 4, the maximum system throughput with delay bound for achieving access time near-fairness and the performance evaluation are simulated and calculated with NS2 and Matlab tools respectively. Finally, in Section 5, we present our conclusions.
Analytical model
We modify and extend Bianchi's model [10] to limit the back-off time to a finite state for block ACK with an AP.
A two-or four-way handshaking mechanism is adopted in the MAC protocol. Tables 1, 2 , and 3 respectively list the main notations and descriptions, the given parameters, and the decision variables in our extended analytical model.
Markov analysis
We begin by estimating the probability of a collision. Let p(t) denote the collision probability when a packet is being transmitted at time t. Assume that p(t) is constant and independent of time, i.e., p(t) = p for all integers t 0. Let S(t) denote the back-off stage at time t, where 0 S(t) m + u. Figure 1 shows the finite state of the back-off Markov chain. Its probability distribution is calculated by Packet transmission probability of a class-k station. f k The average fraction of time occupied by a class-k station, 0 f k 1. The minimal value, where < 10 -6 .
k
The saturation bandwidth for traffic class-k stations.
k The probability that a class-k packet will be successfully transmitted during a transmission cycle.
The average number of bits successfully transmitted for a class-k station during a transmission cycle.
E[T I ]
The average time of all idle periods.
The average time of all collision periods.
E[T S ]
The average time of successful transmission during a transmission cycle.
The average time of a transmission cycle for a class-k station.
E[T S,k ]
The average time for a class-k station to successfully transmit a packet during a transmission cycle..
N c
The number of collisions in a transmission cycle. p c The collision probability when a mobile station is transmitting a packet. d k The amount of time required by a class-k station to hold a channel.
N s
The number of time slots in an idle period. The number of classes with a distinct bit rate in the system, where r 1. n k The number of MHs that belong to class-k, where 1 k r. m
The maximum number of back-off stages. u
The remaining number of trials after the cw exceeds CW max .
D
The maximum channel access time for each MH.
R k
The bit rate of a class-k station.
T pro
The propagation delay for all packets. Slot time.
T DIFS DIFS time.
The minimal and maximal packet sizes. W min , W max The minimal and maximal initial contention window sizes.
B max
The maximum number of multiple back-to-back packets.
TFI
Time Fairness Index, 0 TFI 1.
The time required to transmit an RTS frame, including a physical layer header and a MAC header. T CTS The time required to transmit a CTS frame, including a physical layer header and a MAC header. T PHY The time required to transmit a physical layer header. T MAC The amount of time required to transmit a MAC header. The suggested initial contention windows value of a class-k station.
L k
The suggested packet size (MSDU) of a class-k packet.
B k
The suggested number of multiple back-to-back packets of class-k in a block within a transmission cycle.
Then, the distribution of k,s is calculated by
Since the back-off counter follows a uniform distribution, the mean value of k with the condition probability at state s is
Then, taking the sum of all the probabilities of (2) and multiplying it by (3), we get the average number of for all back-off states by (4).
In a steady state, the transmitting station has to wait E[ ] logical time before it can transmit a packet. The probability that q will transmit a packet at any logical time is calculated by (5).
The probability of one or more other stations transmitting packets at the same logical time follows a geometric distribution, so we get (6).
Throughput analysis
We can now derive expressions for performance measures, such as system throughput and average access delay in a channel. The saturation throughput of the DCF access method has been extensively studied in recent literature [9] , [10] , [13] , [16] , and [23] . We assume that the time lengths of all transmission cycles are independently and identically distributed. Suppose that the system wins a reward, which is the number of bits successfully transmitted, after a successful transmission. Let R k (t) denote a renewal reward process that represents the reward earned by traffic class-k from time zero to time t. Figure 2 shows the renewal and reward transmission cycle, including the idle, collision, and success periods. An idle period is a time interval in which the channel remains idle due to the back-off procedure. The success period, T s, denotes that a sender has successfully received an ACK. Here, we add-in the multiple back-to-back packets parameter B k , which denotes the number of multiple packets transmitted by class-k MHs during the transmission cycle.
According to the IEEE 802.11 specifications [1] , T s for the basic mode and the RTS/CTS mechanism can be calculated by (7). The collision time, T c, can be computed by (8) for the basic and the RTS/CTS modes. Then, the saturation bandwidth for class-k stations is (9). The average successful transmission bit rate can be calculated by
So, the equation of k is as follows:
1, (
Note that Bianchi evaluated p k < 0.5 to avoid zero error, which could be caused by the partial equation (1 -2p k ) [10] .
1 , (9) Assume that c is the collision probability when a mobile station is transmitting a packet. If c can be computed by at least one transmitting stations, then c is: The distribution of N c follows a geometric distribution and yields (1 ) ( ) c c c E N (13) We assume that the time lengths of idle periods are independently and identically distributed. Then T I can then be computed as
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The distribution of N s also follows a geometric distribution and the mean value of N s is as follows:
Fairness index
To prove that our approaches achieve access time near-fairness, we adopt the fairness index techniques in [18] . We obtain an individual MH's access time from each class access time f k divided by the number of MHs belonging to that class. The TFI equation is
Finally, we list our objective function Z IP and constraints (17) to (23) as follows:
, , are integers
The objective function maximizes system throughput, subject to Constraint (18) Find the TFI value close to 1, which means that time fairness has been achieved. Constraint (19) 
Proposed algorithm
Exhaustive search is one method for finding the system throughput with a combination of W k , L k , and B k for each transmission bit rate class, but it is hard because solving the problem size
requires too much computing time. Consequently, we try to find the break-point for the exhaustive search loop. In order to achieve access time fairness, we first consider the W k and L k decision variables modifications and then compare system throughput. As, according to (18) , the TFI value is approximately 1 with deviation less than , we compare the system throughput, but only record the maximum throughput to achieve our objective function. Figure 3 shows the maximum system throughput (which tends to increase the L k as much as possible) when the value of W k increases and all TFIs are approximately 1. On the other hand, we can set the L k to L max , and then modify the W k value to achieve access time near-fairness first. As the improvement is limited by the W k variable, we modify the L k to fix the TFI value closer to 1. Figure 4 shows the modified W k value versus the TFI value. The TFI values form a unimodal curve even when we change the composition of the MHs (i.e., a mixture of fast and slow MHs). The W k values are limited by constraints (21) and (23) respectively, which means we can find the TFI value that approximates to 1 by a simple binary search. After tuning the W k value, the L k is tuned so that the TFI value is closer to 1. Figure 5 shows that the L k versus the TFI equal to 1 forms a unimodal curve. This is similar to W k with different numbers of MHs, which means that we can also obtain a near-optimal L k composition by a binary search. The algorithm for finding the W k value for TFI close to 1 is shown in Figure 7 . The L k can be found by the same algorithm.
We use the same method to analyze the number of packets in a block. Figure 6 shows that if we maintain the number of packets in a block, the TFI curve shifts horizontally. If the number of packets for a faster MH is increased, the TFI curve shifts to the right. Conversely, the TFI curve shifts to the left, if the number of packets for a slower MH is increased. Since the value B k in a block is limited by (22) , we can use a sequential search to find the optimal number of packets in a block.
To achieve access time fairness, we utilize Jain's FI as a reference point for tuning the W k , L k , and B k, decision variables. The W k and L k variables, which can be tuned sequentially, have an important unimodal feature that can find the optimal composition by a simple binary search. We adopt a sequential search to find the B k variable with delay bound to limit the size of B k . Accordingly, the time complexity is
where is the time complexity used to solve p and q simultaneous equations. 
Performance evaluation and simulations
In this section we evaluate our extended analytical model by NS2 simulation. We also give some examples of W k , L k , and B k composed of various numbers of nodes, such as maximum system throughput, maximum system throughput with delay bound, and average delay. Table 4 lists the parameter values used for evaluation in the 802.11b standard specification [9] .
Evaluation of the extended analytical model
We use NS2 simulation tools [20] to evaluate our analytical model. Figure 8 shows that the system throughput and the TFI versus the number of MHs achieve the same results by simulation or numerical analysis. Each point on the numerical curve is derived by the Matlab tools of our algorithm. Meanwhile, each point on the simulation curve is taken from the NS2 simulation tool of a 1,000 second simulation time. The figure also shows that throughput increases when we add two higher MHs (i.e., 11Mbps MHs) to the system (which already has one 2Mbps MH) for each point on both the "AM11" and the "ns2-11" curves. Conversely, system throughput decreases when we increase the number of lower MHs (i.e., 2Mbps MHs) in the system (which already has one 11Mbps MH) for each point on both the "AM2" and "ns2-2" curves. The TFI values of the results shown in Figure 8 (see "TFI-11" and "TFI-2" curves) are almost equal to 1. Thus, the results fulfill the time fairness condition and show that our analytical model is accurate.
Maximizing system throughput with delay bound
Our objective function maximizes system throughput, which increases as the third decision variable's B k value increases monotonically. However, multiple back-to-back packets hold the channel time longer than the original mode [25] . We therefore consider that the delay bound limits the number of packets in a block. 
Figure 8. Analytical model evaluation by NS2
We use our heuristic algorithm to find the maximum system throughput that achieves time near-fairness. When we join the number of packets in a block B k decision variable, we find the combination of W k , L k , and B k that yields the maximum system throughput that achieves time near-fairness. Table 5 shows the combinations which are the numerical results for each class with a different number of MHs. Since the number of packets in a block is constrained by the delay, we use a sequential search with a simple guard method to break the for-loop execution. The results show that W k is usually adjusted to achieve time fairness close to 1. In addition, the number of packets in a block and the packet size tend to be maximized for the fastest class of MHs, while the other classes adjust their composition to achieve a TFI value more approximate to 1. As the number of packets increases for faster MHs, W k decreases for slower MHs.
Conclusions
In this paper, an analytical model is extended to maximize system throughput with delay bound under channel access time fairness. The simulation results show that our model is accurate. Though the problem has been shown to be NP-complete, our numerical results reveal a simple unimodal feature, which can be solved with a binary search for the L k and W k when the TFI is close to 1. An important requirement for finding the maximum system throughput under time fairness is that, initially, the L k must approach the maximum length and the W k must be tuned to achieve a TFI value approximate to 1. The L k for each class is then tuned to achieve a TFI value closer to 1.
As we consider the delay bound with the B k variable, which limits the monotonically increasing system throughput and delay, we adopt a sequential search to find the optimal number of packets in a block. Therefore, the composition of the three decision variables can be solved. This would help manufacturers and carriers of protocol configurations improve system throughput.
